Motor in a variety of electrical transmission and position servo system occupies an extremely important position. After the DSP technology being applied to the motor control, the unification of the hardware and the flexibility of the software can be combined. Take the brushless DC motor for example, obtained the design scheme of the DSP-based asynchronous motor control system. With its 32 bit fixed point DSPTMS320F2812 as the core design of the hardware system, we wrote the system software, debug the motor control system and the results show that the system achieves the expected effect. The results of the research can be applied to brushless DC motor and other motor control, it will have a wide application prospects.
Introduction
The traditional digital control system often with single chip or microcomputer as the core , but with DSP as the core of the motor control system provides high precision and speed, has the logic control function and various interrupt processing and other more powerful processing and calculating ability. Because of its the Harvard structure or modified Harvard architecture, the control system which take DSP as the core improves the calculation ability of the data and program independent bus structure. It can realize complex control law, and the system has very strong flexibility. Take the brushless DC motor for example, obtained the design scheme of the DSP-based asynchronous motor control system. With its 32 bit fixed point DSPTMS-320F2812 as the core design of the hardware system, we wrote the system software, debug the motor control system and the results show that the system achieves the expected effect. The results of the research can be applied to brushless DC motor and other motor control, it will have a wide application prospects.
Brushless DC motor control based on the Holzer sensor
Position sensorless brushless DC motor can obtain the rotor position directly through the position sensor. Figure 3 is a three-phase brushless DC motor star type connection full bridge drive circuit. As an example, analysis the brushless DC motor's working principle and control mode based on a Holzer sensor.
Fig. 2 A three-phase star type connection full bridge drive circuit
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Online: 2013-09-03 ISSN: 1662 -7482, Vols. 401-403, pp 1960 -1963 doi:10.4028/www.scientific.net/AMM.401-403.1960 © 2013 Assuming a rotor only has one pair of magnetic poles, stator winding A, B, C three-phase symmetry, each pole and phase of 60 degrees phase distribution. The rotor in the space turned 60degrees, inverter energized in sequence on switch. Regulations for electric motor is rotating clockwise direction, then the turn-on logic of power switch tube is:
Ql，Q4~QI，Q6~Q3，Q6~Q3，QZ~QS，QZ~QS，Q4~Ql，Q4
Conversely, when the motor is reversed, the logic of power switch conduction is on the contrary. When rotor rotates through 60 degrees, the stator winding on a stator commutation, the synthesis of magnetic state on a single jump. So, in each machinery rotor, motor has six magnetic state, each magnetic conducting state only two phase, each phase winding turn-on time corresponding to the rotation of the rotor 120 electrical degrees degrees. According to the motor work can get Table 1  and table 2. Tab.1 Clockwise winding is energized in sequence and position signals control logic
In the table, six working state refers to the rotor position, each state corresponds to 60 degrees angle. HA, HB and HC respectively corresponding to A, B, C three-phase winding on the edge of the Holzer sensor status.
When the motor is in a counterclockwise direction, in the table the same working condition, Holzer sensor signal conduction and conduction of the power switch tube will change,as shown in table 2.
Tab.2 Counterclockwise winding energized in sequence and position signals control logic
It can be found, in positive or reversal of every switch control logic is on the contrary "anti".As shown in After the sensor obtained the rotor position signal, it can be convenient to achieve the motor commutation control.At the same time we can get the speed control generated by the position signal, achieve the motor closed-loop control.
Design of motor control system
The motor control system belongs to the digital control system. The hardware circuit is mainly composed of a power supply circuit, power electronic circuit, signal processing circuit, a DSP controller circuit, every part of the circuit on a circuit board. System block diagram as shown in Figure  4 below.DSP main control circuit (control panel) takes TMS320 F2818 as the core, to complete a variety of signal processing and system control. It makes the controller and PC communication through the SCI interface. The controller has various debug interface circuit, it can output up to 12 PWM signal, which can simultaneously control two motor drive board. 
Circuit design of DSP control
The main control circuit take the United States Tl ( TexasInstruments ) produced by TMS32O Series in making fixed-point DSP chip TMS320F2812 as the core. This series of DSP architecture design for real time signal processing, and the controller take the real-time processing ability and controller peripheral function at a suit, Peripherals via the peripheral bus ( PBUS) connects to the CPU internal memory interface. The structure shown in figure 5.All peripherals including the watchdog and CPU clock, must corresponding configuration control register before use.
Fig.4 The TMS320F28l2 function block diagram
The control circuit is to complete the following functions: (l) The output of the motor control PWM modulation signal, nor mal-rever se signal and brake control signal. Provide chopping signal and the strobe signal for the drive circuit (regardless of the configuration for H bridge or three-phase full-controlled bridge) of each switch tubes ,realize the control of motor speed, torque and reversi- 
Software design motor control system
System DSP development environment using Tl's new CCS3.1.The software integrates editing, debugging, simulation, monitoring and other functions in one, be convenience of real-time, embedded signal processing procedures for the preparation and testing. It can speed up the development process, improve work efficiency. Use the commonly used project management pattern, support C language and assembly language compilation or mixed compilation. Support all stages of the development cycle as shown in Figure 6 .
Fig.5 The DSP system development process in four stages
The system software includes system initialization module, ADC sampling module, switch signal capture module, the PID algorithm design module, PWM output module and SCI communication module.
System debugging
After the whole control system hardware and software design are initially completed, we has carried on the system debugging, including the hardware system in various circuit board module and the software module test function test. Then adjust and continuously improve the debugging problems arising in the course according to make the whole system achieve the expected requirements and performance indicators. The research results can be applied to brushless DC motor and other motor control, it has a broad application prospects.
